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Migrants: Right to Work + Rights at Work
Background
As part of the JustCitizens Panel we are conducting community research
across a number of different policy areas to support our aim to create a
fairer Scotland for migrants. One of these topics is focused on employment;
the right to work for asylum seekers and rights at work for those who can
be part of Scotland’s labour market. These topics were chosen by migrant
members on the panel and all research and recommendations were
developed by them. Across April and May 2021 we conducted an
online survey for migrants to complete, to tell us about their experiences
which was also accompanied by interviews/focus groups as needed.

Asylum Seekers + Right to Work
What we
found out:

54
people took
part in our
short survey

Up to 306 years of paid work
in Scotland’s labour market have been
lost by just 54 asylum seekers.

32 asylum seekers are clocking
up between 25 and 38 days of
volunteering every week.

From 48 people, almost 350
years of experience and
expertise are being prevented from
taking part in Scotland’s economy.
This included: a teacher, a nurse,
a sports coach, accountant,
lawyers, a computer engineer,
barista and physiotherapist.

We asked participants to
tell us what it feels like
to not be able to work.
They said:
“Mental health has deteriorated.
Feeling depressed.”

“Losing hope.
Feelings of
being useless.”

“Outcast,
not part
of society.”

Participants told us they wanted to contribute to the economy and
that they wanted to feel part of the community. They expressed their
wish to practice their expertise and to be able to feel ﬁnancially
independent and secure.

For more information about JustCitizens and our work on defending the rights of EU citizens in Scotland, and to access downloadable
resources, including translations of this factsheet into other European languages, visit: justcitizens.scot
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What Scotland can do next for asylum seekers
and the right to work:
Ask ourselves the question: What can we do in Scotland?
Whilst we understand that immigration
policy remains reserved to Westminster,
we would implore the Scottish
Government and Parliament to
consider all legal means possible
to extend the right to work to
asylum seekers. This the morally and
economically right thing to do, to enable
asylum seekers to sustain an income,
prevent them being locked into poverty and
improve their wellbeing. This is particularly
important as the waiting time for asylum
decisions can be upwards of six months.

As the Refugee Council
found in March 2020:

31,516
of applications (61%) have
been waiting for more than
six months, an increase of

68%
from this time last year.

The vast majority of people waiting for their
asylum claim survive on a daily asylum
support allowance of just over £5
per day, and are banned from working.

Explore what the right to work
could look like in Scotland

this time without it impacting their access to asylum seekers
allowance/ﬁnancial support.

We would recommend considering innovative ways to deliver
paid work through paid training programmes or return to
work schemes which can be delivered through public funding,
provided this would be legally accessible within the devolved
settlement.

Look at way Social Security Scotland could
include payment asylum seekers (payments for
childcare etc and supporting asylum seekers to
have access to bank accounts)

Universal Basic Income pilots to consider
asylum seekers in Scotland too
We cannot have two-tier systems of rights in Scotland.
Some councils in Scotland are (or have) delivered pilots
on Universal Basic Income, however for this to be genuinely
universal and be considerate of human rights of all of
Scotland’s residents, any roll out of such a scheme which is
based on universality must be accessible to asylum seekers.

The devolution of social security and some beneﬁts to
Scotland has allowed the Scottish Government to explore
improved methods of ﬁnancial support, for example the
carer’s allowance supplement. In the same way, we would
encourage the Scottish Government to consider what
access may be legally provided to asylum seekers within
the devolved beneﬁts system, such as carer’s allowance
supplement, Scottish child payments and Best Start grants.
Keeping continued pressure on the Home Ofﬁce

Would it be possible to pay expenses
for volunteering schemes?
As this snapshot illustrates, asylum seekers are providing hours
of unpaid labour through volunteering and supporting others
in Scotland. In order to ensure this contribution is valued, the
Scottish Government should consider all available routes
to pay expenses and contributions to asylum seekers for

Within all of the above, we must continue to push the Home
Ofﬁce to reconsider its New Plan on Immigration which is
embedding more difﬁculties and exclusionary practices to
the harm of migrants, particularly asylum seekers. We must
push the UK Government to deliver an immigration based
on wellbeing and human rights and once which fulﬁls our
international obligations to the highest quality.

For more information about JustCitizens and our work on defending the rights of EU citizens in Scotland, and to access downloadable
resources, including translations of this factsheet into other European languages, visit: justcitizens.scot
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Migrants + Rights at Work (for those who are legally
able to access the labour market)
What we
found out:

Working during Covid-19
34% have no option to work from home.
10% do not feel safe with the working conditions
(no social distancing measures in the workplace).

28% feel that they do not get enough support from the
government during the pandemic.

45% are not aware of the support such as whether they are entitled
to the Job Retention Scheme and support from the government.

40% fears that they will lose their migrant status due to losing
their jobs during the pandemic.

86
responses
to this short
survey.

Barriers identiﬁed by survey participants:
Difﬁculties with the complex migration system
Direct and indirect discrimination, especially nationality of the
applicants, in recruiting process.
‘overqualiﬁed’ migrants who cannot get access to their ﬁrst job
in Scotland, or their qualiﬁcations not being recognised.
Due to high minimum earning requirement, some companies in Scotland
cannot get visa sponsorship license from the Home Ofﬁce.

From participants:
“It is almost impossible for a graduate to get
a work visa in Scotland due to unreasonably
high earning requirement (£25,600 or
£20,480 if I have a PhD). Unless I work with
prestigious ﬁrms in London, how can I get paid
£25,600 for a graduate role in Scotland?”

“ Tier 2 visas holders do not
get protection if we are made
redundant due to the pandemic.
We have 14-60 days to either
ﬁnd new job or leave the UK,
depending on the Home Ofﬁce.”

For more information about JustCitizens and our work on defending the rights of EU citizens in Scotland, and to access downloadable
resources, including translations of this factsheet into other European languages, visit: justcitizens.scot
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What Scotland can do: Find routes to mitigate the
impact of Covid-19 on migrants
Queen Margaret University London (2020) found that nine
million migrant workers are at risk of unemployment across
Europe as a consequence of Covid-19. Around 20% of
migrant workers in Luxembourg, the UK, France and Denmark
were identiﬁed as at risk.
Given that migrant workers are disproportionately more likely
to be working in healthcare, retail and hospitality (including
frontline sectors) they have already been more likely to be
exposed to health risks, as well as being more likely to be
furloughed or have reduced incomes as a consequence of
Covid-19. According to the OECD (October 2020):
‘Immigrants are potentially in a more vulnerable position
in the labour market due to their generally less stable
employment conditions and lower seniority on the job.
The negative impact on immigrants’ labour market outcomes
is increased still further by the fact that they are strongly
overrepresented in those sectors most affected by the
pandemic to date. For example, in the particularly hard-hit
hospitality industry, a quarter of employees in the EU are
foreign-born, twice their share in overall employment.’

As such, Scotland should consider setting
up a campaign through social media
(or other means) to raise awareness and
support migrants to access ﬁnancial support
and their full rights during Covid-19.
There should also be a partnership
approach with charities to help vulnerable
migrants access retention support schemes
and other available programmes
The Scottish Government should consider
setting up a helpline for migrants to
anonymously report poor practice and
breaches of regulation by their employer
to ensure a safe and legal labour market
in Scotland.

Tackling direct and indirect discrimination
faced by migrants
Deliver a campaign to raise awareness
of and tackle employment discrimination
based on migration status.
Deliver a programme to support migrants
access the workplace, training programmes
and apprenticeship schemes.
Introduce expectations of employers (like
gender pay gap reporting) to publish an
annual report which includes data on race,
ethnicity and gender of their workforce,
average salaries and seniority.

Next steps:
The Just Citizens panel will be working to disseminate this
information across Scotland. We will be conducting Freedom
of Information requests to identify more data on these policy
areas, we will be writing articles for media and will be talking
to key public institutions to promote our recommendations.
In autumn 2021 we will be
producing a short report which
includes recommendations,
data and commentary across
six key policy areas to promote
a social belonging strategy
for migrants in Scotland and
improve the experience of all
migrants in Scotland.

For more information about JustCitizens and our work on defending the rights of EU citizens in Scotland, and to access downloadable
resources, including translations of this factsheet into other European languages, visit: justcitizens.scot

